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Opponents of minimum wages argue tlzat t.Ju;y hurt jobs. in Europe; 
supporlerS say tlzat they cllTTÚJat exploitatúm and help the poor. We try to sort 
out mytlt from reality. Diffaing policy prescripti.vns reflect different mews if 
how the labour market actualiy works. Contrary to popular wisdorn,it is as 
ea.ryto malee a tlteoreti.cal case against minimum wagesas jor them. 
Euidence, no! theory, is w!u.zt is rieeded now. 

Rtlative to aver,age wages, minimum wages !u.zue not men in Europe ouer 
tltelast 30 years; they caused higher U/}employment on{y if they prevented 

a necessary JaU in tite wages of the luw paid. Second, mínimum wages Jar 
young workers are oJten a lower proportion óf average eamÍllgl" in Europe 
titan in tite USA. Third, we jind 110 gemral evidence tita! minimum wages 
reduced employment, except per!u.zps Jar young workers. The (good or bad) . 
if!ect of minimum wages has been exaggerated. 

-Juan Dolado} Francis Kramarz, Stephen Machin, Alan ManTling, 
David M argolis ami Caen TeUlings 
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balaneed pieture. Our discussion is informal, but its claims are baeked up by a 

formal mode! sketched in a Teehnical Appendix. Our four country studies focus 

mainIy on the crucial issue ofthe employment effects ofminimum wages. Finally, we 

offer policy eonclusions. 

2. MINIMUM WAGES IN EUROPE 

The systemsof min.imum wages in operacion in most European countries are 

summarized in Table l. There are five main types of system. First, a statutory 

minimulfl can be set by govemment (possibly in consultation with employers and 

unions), as in France, Spain, the Netherlands, Portugal and Luxembourg. Second, 

as in Belgium, Greeee and Denmark, a nacional minimum wage can be set as part of 

nacional collective bargains. Third, different minimum wages can be detennined in 

sectoral colleetive agreements (generally extended to employers who were not party 

to the original agreements), as in Germany, ltaly, Austria and, to some extent, 

Switzerland. Fourth, as in Sweden, Norway and Finland, coUcctivc agreemcnts can 

cover efféctively everybody ane! generally contain minimum rates without any 

formal provision for extension of these rates to non-signatory employers. Finally, as 

in lreland and the UK (prior to 1993), minimum wages can be set inselected low
paying industries. 

Tbere is also considerable variation in how many different minima are sel: most 
countries have variation by age; sorne have variacion across region, occupation, 

industry, job tenure, size of firrn, and even marital status and number of 
dependants. 

One would like sorne measure of the importanee of the minimum wage in the 

wage determinacion proeess. The reallevel of the minimum wage may be inappro

priate in comparisons across time or between countries with differing productivity: we 

expect the effect of minimum wages to depend on their level relative to labour 

productivity. The corumonest measure is therefore the mínimum wage as a fraction 
of average eamings, known in the USA as the Kaitz index (often weighted to allow 

for the faet that not alI workers are covered by minimum wage laws). Tbe Kaitz 

index is analogous to the most widely accepted me asure of the impact of the wage 

floor provided by welfare benefits: namely, the replaeement ratio. 

Table 1 presents estimates of the Kaitz index for as many countries as possible 

(the USA is included as a comparison). Minimum wagesin most European countries 

are about 50-70% of average eamings compared to about 33% in the USA. In 

countries with a number of different minimum wages, there are obviously difficulties 

in computing a single measure of the Kaitz indexo Measures are therefore a general 

indication of mínimum wages rather than precise estimates. Thi.~ is a particuIarly 

serious problem in countries like Germany and \ltaly, which have a very large 

number of mínimum rates that may be very different. In countries with a single 

statutory minimum, the effective Kaitz index will be much higher for less skilled 
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Third, the Kaitz indices in T able 1 take· no account of taxes paid by employers 

and workers which may be imponant in understariding the problems of European 

labour markets. Ohe could compute a producer Kaitz index (the ratio of the cost of . 
minimum wage labour to the cost of 'average' labour for an employer) or a 

consumer Kaitz index (the real take-home wage of a minimum wage worker rdative 

to the 'average' worker). These differ from the Kaitz indices presented here only to 

the extent that the tax system is not proportional. Astaxes on workers are generally 
progressive, the Kaitz index used here will generalIy understate the consumer Kaitz 
indexo But employer payroll taxes are regressive in many countries, in which case 
our measure of the Kaitz index will understatc the producer Kaitz indexo 

If higher employer payroll taxes are especialiy bad for employrnent in the 
prcsence of minimum wages, can the Kaitz indcx pick this up? For examplc, 
concern is often expressed in France that the leve! of employer payroll taxes rose 

from 27% in 1950 to 44% in 1992. Workers paid aboye the minimum can partly 
absarb an incrcase in payrall taxes through accepting lower wagcs than they wouId 
otherwise have done, mitigating the rise in labour costs for employers, Warkers paid 
the minimum wage cannot. But then the Kaitz index rises because its denominator hos 
fallen, so the index is perfectly capable of detecting such etfects. 

Finally, measures of the ratio of the minimum to average earnings may 
misrepresent the etfect of minimum wages where other institutions - bendit systerns 
and collective bargaining - provide other fioors to wages. Another coromon 
measure of the impact of minimum wages is the fractian of workers paid at or close 
to the minimum wage. In many sectors with a minimum wage, there is a noticeable 
spike in the wage distribution at the minimum wage; the larger this spike, the more 
likely the impact of the minimum wage on the wage distribution. The Kaitz index 
and the spike may give different impressions of the importance of minimum wages. 
In Sweden, the Kaitz index is higher than. in the USA, but other institutions 
compress the wage distribution so strongly that nobody actually receives the 

minimum (Ostros, 1994t Some estimates ofthe spike are also presented in Table 1: 
they tend to be in the region 5-10%. In order to give sorne idea of the comparison 
of minimum wages and benefits as a fioor to wages, we also include a measure of 

replacement ratios. 
Table 1 refers only to the minimum wage at a point in time, but its importance 

may change over time. Figure 1 presents the Kaitz index for a number of 
countries. Although minimum wages have risen substantially in all of our 
countries, this has been broadly in line with the in crease in average earnings: thcre 

are few dramatic changes in the Kaitz index in European countries. It is hard to 

argue from this that aggressive increases in minimum wages caused the spectacular 

, The model or me Technical Appendix show, mal me relarionship bClWccn the Kai12 inde" and me spike would be . 
expecled 10 depcnd 00 !he cfupcrsion of eaming.. 
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present regressions similar to those presented aboye, but with employment rates (the 

fourth row) and unemployment rates (the fifth row) as the dependent variable. The 
employment and unemployment effects almost always go in opposite directions; our 
diseussion is confined to unemployment effects. For men there is evidence that the 
rise in the unemployment rate inthe Mitterrand penod was larger for groups with a 
high proportion of workers paid at or bélow the SMIC; in the Chirac period, the 
change in the unemployrnent rate was positively related to the proportion of workers 
paid near the SMIC, but negatively related to the proportion paid below the SMIC. 
These estimates are consistent with the view that the SMIC was responsible for some 
ofthe me in unemployrnent in the 1980s, .an effect that was rnitigated in the seeond 
half of the decade by the expansion of the schemes allowing workers to be paid 
below the SMIC. 

Before accepting this conclusion, one must recognize that these results are 
consistent with an alternative hypothesis. The years 1981- 5 were a recession and 
the years 1985 -9 were a weak recovery. The unemployrncnt rates of low-paid 
workers, particularly the young, rise more in recession but faD more in booms. As 
10w-paid workers are more likely than others to be paid the Sl\tflC, the results in 
Tab1e 5 may be the normal response to recession and recovery. 

The results reported in Table'S are not robust to the inclusion of dummy variables 
ft;Jr the age and education of the workers. The behaviour of wages is arguably more 
consistent with this story than with the mínimum wagc story, sine e the young are the 
main group of workers paid below the SMIC and thé wage growth of workers p~d 
below the SMIC was particularly strong in the period 1986-9, There seems to be no 
way, using these data, to distinguish the two hypotheses using information from the 
1980s alone. lt is also possible that the employment and unemployrnent effeets of the 
minimum are understated: adjustment of employment is very slow in France 
(because of high firing costs), which, combined with the fact that minimum wage 
increases are largely prcdictable, means it is likely that sorne employment adjustment 
takes place before mes in the minimum wage . 

. The main problem in interpreting the experiences of the 1980s arises because 
changes in the minimum wage in that period were relatively modest (much smaller 
than the episodic large inercases in the US federal minimum) and because the time 
periods we consider are relatively short. But looking at Figures 1 and 2, we can see 
that there had been much bigger changes in the mínimum wage in 1968 and 
1973-4. We might hope that there is a better chance of estirnating the mínimum 
wageeffects from these episodes. Rcgressions similar to those reported aboye 
indicate that the segments of the 1abour market with large proportions of workers 
nearthe SMIC had larger rises in their unemployrnent rates in the 1970s, but the 
same problem of interpretation arises because this was a period of a general rise in 

unemployment. So we take a different approach here. Because the SMIC is a single 
national minimum and there.is considerable regional wage dispersion, we expect big 
rises in the SMIC to have larger effects on the economy in low-wage regíons. This is 
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4.2. Netherlands 

Nacional mínimum wage regulations ha ve existed in the Netherlands since the 

Second World War, but the current system dates from an Act of 1968. Initially only 

workers aged 24 or over were covered, but this was changed to 23 or older in 1970, 

and youth mínimum wages (albeit at a lower rate) were introduced in 1974. The 

minimum wage for youths is expressed as a fraction of rhe full rate, with the fraction 

ranging from 30% for IS-year-olds to 85% for 22-year-olds, and there being a 

separate m.inimum wage for each year of age. Initially the minimum wage was 

indexed to average private sector wage growth, but this indexabon was stopped in 
1982. In 1984 the m~imum wage was aC,tualiy reduced by 3% in nominal terms and 

it has remained fixed in: nominal terms since that date. The elfect of this change can 

be seen in the Kaitz index in Figure l. The Kaitz index rose from 1964 to 1981, 

since when ie has fallen back to slightly below where it was in 1964, although it 

remains at a fairly high leve] by international standards in the 1990s. Looking at 

wage clist.'Íbutions suggests that the proportion of workers paid the mínimum has 

fallen over the 1980s, with substancial numbers left in relativeJy few sectors like retaíl 

and cleaning. 

There are two othe~ complicacions worth noting. First, something like 75% of 

workers are covered by sectoral wage bargains between employers and unions (what 

are known as CAOs), which also set minim\.lm wages. These are typícally higher 

than the legal mínimum, ""(ith the gap being larger for younger workers. This means 

that the gap between the youth and adult minimum may nat be as large as the legal 

minimum might suggest. But most of the CAOs followed the legal mínimum in 
reducing the youth minin1um in 1981 and J 984 and nominal minimum wages in 

1984 (although the adult rates were reduced less often than the youth rates). As a 

result, the time-series and cross-sectional variation in minimum wages ís not really 

affected by the role of the CAOs. 

Sécond, it should also be noted that unemployment benefits are directly linked to 

the mínimum wage, so thatall the changes in the mínimum wage implied changes 

in benefit levels as well. This obviously makes it clifficult (íf not impossible) to 

disentangle the effccts of benefit changes from minimum wages, even though these 

elfects might be dilferent. The Netherlands is a country in which there has been a 

re1ativdy large amount oC research into the employment effects of mínimum wages. 

Perhaps more than in any other CQuntry this research has made use of 'structural' 

inadels of the labour market. So van Soest (1989, 1994) estimates a variant of the 

Meycr and Wise (l983a, J983b) model and Koning el al. (1994) es tima te a fully 

specified search modd of the labour market. Both studies c1aim to find very Jarge 

negative employment effects of mínimum wages, but do so using data in which there 

iseffecti'lely no variation ·in mínimum wages. In both cases the methods used to 

identify che effect of minimum wages on employment are rather dubious. In the case 

of van Soest (1994) 'identificatíon of the minimum wage effect relies on mode! 
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homogeneous, we would expect to see large substitution of adult for youth !abour in 

the low-wage occupations: there is little evidence for this. So evidence from the 

Netherlands about the adverse employrnent effects of a minimum wage is scarcely 

compelling. 

4.3. Spain 

The current system of minimum wages in Spain, the salario minimo il1terprqfesumal 
(SMI), was introduced in 1963, replacing an earlier system ~ which minimum 

wages varied by regio n and age. It is a statutory minimum wage set by the 

government in consultation with trade unions and employer organizations, and its 

stated purpose (according to the Workers' Charter) is to protect wage earners and 

ensure 'a guarantee of their purchasing power and participation in the economic 

development ofthe nation'. 

It currently set~ one rate for workers aged 18 or over and one rate for those .aged 

1.6-1 i (although prior to 1990 it had set different rates for16-year-olds) with special 
rates for homeworkers and casualjtemporary ,workers. The change in youth rates in 

1990 produced a very large rise in the minimum wages for teenagers, with an 83 % 

inerease for l6-year-oldsand a 15 % inerease for 1 i -year-olds. We will study this 

episode in more detall below. At the ,start of 1994, apprenticeship contracts were 

introdueed for workers under the age of 25. These contracts must be between six 
months and three yearsin length and allow the emp10yer to pay 70% of the SMI in 

the first year, 80% in the second and 90% in the third. Unemploytnent and health 

benefits are not included and they can be used by finns with fewer than 25 

employees. But it is too soon for us to say what the effeet of these schemes will be. 

As in the Netherlands, the leve! of a number of we!fare benefits is linked to the 

minimum wage. For example, unemployrnent assistance (paid after entitlement to 

unemployrnent insuranee has been exhausted) is generally75% of the SMI (and 

100/125% for unemployed heads of households aged 45 or more with 2/2 + 
dependent relatives). Again this makes it very difficult to disentangle the effects of the 

leve! ofbenefits from the effeets ofthe levelofminimum wages per se. 
As in the other countries, a major difficulty with assessing the impact of the 

minimum wage on the Spanish eeonomy as a whole is that there is a nacional 

minimum that has varied very little in re!ation to a~erage earnings (see Figure 1). It is 

obviously rather difficult to argue that the minimum wage is responsible for the high 

leve! of Spanish unemp10yrnent, since the Kaitz index is currently at a lower leve! 

than it has ever been in re!ation to average earnings. Any attempt toevaluate the 

overall effect is hampered by the lack ofvariation in the variable we wish to study, and 

any conclusions must be treated with caution. Wbat we might hope to be able to do is 
to exploit notjust the variation in the mínimum wage over time, but also the fact that 

we wouldexpeet a given mínimum wage to have more effeet on low-wage industries. 

So we have investigated the re1ationship between minimum wages and employrnent 
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Figure 6. Kaitz indices for di.iferent age groups in Spain 
ffoles: kad is the adult Kaitz index; k I 7 is !.he Kaitz index for J 7 -year-oJds; and k 16 is !.he Kaitz index for 
!.hose aged less than 17. 
Sow;ces: As in Figure 2. 

fraetion of workers in the regio n who were low paid in 1989 (before the change). 

Figure 7a shows what has happened to the employrnent rates of the youngest 

workers (aged 16- 19) and Figure 7b shows what has happened to slightly older 

workers (those aged 20-4). 
Figure 7a suggests that this rise in the minimum wage reduced the employment of 

youths, while Figure 7b suggests that the employment of slightly older workers 

inereased. These results remain the same when one estimates regressions controlling 

forother factors, sueh as the overall employment rate for adult workers (to control 

for cyclical factors). The most plausible explanation for the employment effect on 

older workers is substitutíon of employers away from younger workers who had 

become relatively more expensive. If the substitution effect is the dominant one in 

Ihis episode, one might also wonder if it can explain the time-series results reported 

earlier. There are tWo reasons whythis is unlikely to be the case. First, it is very 

unlikely that total emplóyment would me if a rise in the minimum wage reduced 

teenage employment with a substitution effect for older workers: yet thát is what the 

time-series rcsults of Table 8 suggest. Second, We regrcssed the changes in the 

employrncnt rate of the 20 --64 age group on thc adult Kaitz index, the changes in 

the employment rate of workers aged 16 - 19 and controls for regio n and a trend. If 
substitution were all that mattercd, we would expect to see no effect from the Kaitz 
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industries). Ifwe define the low paid as those earning les s than [3.50 per hour, then 

35-40% of these workers were in Wages Council sectors. Ea¿h Wages Council 

consisted of an equal number of employer and worker representatives, plus a 
maxllnum ofthree independent members (nominated by the govemment ofthe day) 
who had the casting vote if an agreement was not reached. U ntil' the 1986 Wages 

Act, the Councils generally set a myriad of rninirrtum wages clifferentiated by age, 
occupation and region, but after 1986 they set only a single rate far those aged 21 or 
over and the minimum wage for younger workers was abolished. The 1993 Tracle 

Union Reform and Employment Rights Act abolished the remaining 26 Councils. 
Since 1993 there ha ve been no minimum wages in operation except' in agriculture, 
where, for the mament, the Agricultural Wages Boards still existo 

;,t As the rates set by the Wages Councils varied both across industries and ayer 
~' time, it is natural to use a panel of industries to investigate the effect of minimum 

wages on employrnent. We have done this elsewhere (Machín and Manning, 1994; 
Dickens et al., 1994a). The results can be most succinctJy summarized with a 
diagram. Figure 8 p10ts the change in employment against the change in the Kaitz 

index for the period 1975-92. Each dot represents an observation for a particular 
Wages Council in a particular year. There is a positive relationship between these 
two variables, suggesting that industries and years in which minimum wages rose 
fast relative to average wages were associated with faster than average growth in 
employment. A simple picture cannot control for a host of factors that might explain 
these results, but our regression analysis suggests that the finding is surprising1y 
robust. 9 We found similar results when we looked at agriculture a10ne (Dickens 
et al., 1995). 

The recent experience of the UK also offers an opportunity to studythe effect of a 
drámatic change in the minimum wage system: namely, the abolition of the Wages 
Councils (except in agriculture) in August 1993. One might expect sudden, and 

possibly large, falls in wages and to be able to investigate the effect on employment. 
Such dramatic falls in wages never happened. Figure 9a shows the distribution of 

wages in retail(the largest Wages Council) in April 1993, irnmediate1y prior to 
ab01ition. The rninimum wage is at the spike in the wáge distribution: its influence 
can be clearly seen. Figure 9b shows what the distribution of wageslooked like in 
retail in April 1994, six months after abolition. The most striking feature is that the 

spike at the old minimum, although reduced, is still noticeable. 
There are a number of reasons why the mínimum continues to exert an mf1uence 

on the wage distribution even after abolition. First, any worker employed prior to 30 

August 1993 has a right to the same terms and conditions of employment after that 
date if he or she remains with the same employer. Any attempt to cut wages by the 

9 Wc attt:mptcd to control ror potential endogeneíty or!he minimum wage, diJl'erences in employment growtb rates by 
industry, and diJl'erences in short· and long-run eJfects, and we us<:d alternativo measures or employment. Qur results 
were always !he same, 
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minimum wage. On the other hand, there are many sectors in which 1 find it hard 

to believe in monopsony. This particularly applies to the original Card and Ktueger 

finding about the fast~food industry in New Jersey. As far as 1 know, this is a very 

densely populated state; furthermore, the US fast-food industry is extremely 

competitive; there are many competing fmllS having the same location (shopping 

malls, food halls), offering highly substitutable products (pizza, hamburgers, 

Chinese food, rtc.) and all employing the same sort of low-skilled labour. This 

sounds to me like one of the worst candidates for monopsony (and monopoly) one 

might thin.k oC So it is important to think of other explanations. One possibility is 

the Rebitzer and Taylor (1995) paper, which is based on efficiency wage considera

tions and has predictions quite similar to monopsony models. Another argument can 

be made more in line with the European context. Assume that there are two types of 

worker, permanent and temporary. Assume that permanent workers have a high 

firing cost and are paid aboye the minimum wage, while te~porary ones are paid 

the minimum wageand have no firing cost. Under sorne circumstances, the firm will 

hire both permanent and temporary workers. A rise in the mínimum Wage will 

induce it to substitute permanent for temporary workers. Now, because permanent 
workers have a high firing cost, in a slump the firm will fue only temporary workers. 

Because it has more permanent workers fol1owing therise in the minimum wage, 

total employment may well increase due to the contribution ofthose firms which are 

in a slump. Thus, the minimuIl\ wage acts as a 'shadow firing cost'; increasing it is 
like increasing firing costs, which we k.now may' be favourablc for aggregate 
employment by preventing finns from firing. 

Fo urth , there is a great deal ofmarket imperfection elsewhere in the economy, in 

particular on the labour supply side; this calls for 1TUlXÍmum, rather than minimum 

wages. We do not see many proposals going in that direction. For any existing 

institution, it is possible to thin.k of a distortion that makes this institution have 

beneficial effects. But this is different from saying that this institution is the most 

adequate, or even was intended, to cure the inefficiency. 

Ir minimum wages increased employment, politicians would have surely found 

out, as raising mínimum wages would certainly be a popular and. uncontroversial 
measure. Yet in Franee, when the minimum wage is increased, the government 

often offsets its impact on unskilled labour costs by reducing social security 

contributions. Evidence on US eongressional voting suggests that sÜl.tes with a 

higher proportion of youth in their wo~kforce are actually more like!y to oppose 

inereases in the minimum wage (Uri and Mixon, 1980); that would be strange if 
higher minimum wages were to raise both the income and emplo)ment leve! of the 

young. Now, it may just be the case that the voice of orthodox economists is so loud 

that they are perversely preventing a polítical free lunch from being eaten ... 

Turning now to the empirical,evidence, a key, but unavoidable, problem with the 

authors' approach isthat it is impossible to design a control group for which the 

mínimum wage evolved differently, since wtJ are dealing here with national 
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cornmitted, and might n::asonably look to the profession for some guidance as to the 

level at whieh it should be set and, more broadly, onthe role ofthe mínimum wage 

in a well-designed poverty alIeviation prograrnme. It is not ciear that we can yet 
provide as much guidance on these matters as he might have hoped. Indeed, Card 
and Ki'ueger (1995, p. 393) themselves call for Ca reorientation ofpolicy discussions 

away from the efficiency aspects of the minirnum wage and tówards distributional 
issues'. Several authors have indeed provi.ded elements of such a reorientation, 
notably Freeman (1996), Guesnerie and Roberts (1987), Marceau and Boadway 
(1994) and Saint·Paul (1994). But it remains the case that the minimum wage has 
been on1y imperfectly integrated into the analysis of poverty alleviation. 

To see some of the issues that may arise in moving towards such an integration, 
many of which have indeed been noted by the authors just mentioned, it may help 

to start with a very simple example. Suppose that the object of policy is to maximize 
a social welfare funetion ofthe familiar form 

_1 (I (y.)1 -,,) 
1 - a • 

where Y. is the income of individual h and higher values of the pararneter a ~ O 
correspond to inereases in inequality aversion: a = O is utilitarian, a + = is the 
Rawlsian ma.x.imin case. 11 Suppose too that there are on1y two kinds of person: those 
who find work at the minimum wage w and thosc who instead take unemployment 
benefit at the rate b (which we treat as fixed). Take the proportion bf the population 
in the former group to be e(w), this being thought of as the reduced form of sorne 
unspecified !abour market model. In the competitive case, e(w) .is decreasing; in 
others - textbook monopsony, efficiency wages, matehing - it may be increasing at 

first, but will surely be decreasing eventually. Choosing the mínimum wage to 
maximize social welfare gives the necessary condition 

(1) 

where E a -e 1 w/ e is the elasticity of employment with respect to the minimurn 
wage. 

This provides an írnmediate reminder of an obvi.ous but important point: at the 
optimum, E> O. That is, even if monopsony elements of the kind emphasized by 
Dolado et al. ¡ead employment to increase with the minimum wage over some range, 
that mínimum should be pushed to the point at which further increases reduce 

employment. This in turn has one implication that may have so me empirical 

relevance: i{ the minimum wage is set optimally, disturbances to it must give an 
observed negative relationship between employment and the minimum wage. In 

richer modcls, of course, this may cease to be true. Nevertheless, the example 

11 The logarirhmic case 0-1 is exduded for brevity. 
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indude both as separate variables ín the regressíon, rather than usíng merely their 

ratio. For David Begg theissue boiled down to whether changes in employment 

reflected a shift in the labour demand curve or movements along it. Alan Manning 

defended the use of the indexo He argued that the altemative, to use the absolute 

level of mínimum wages' instead of the Kaitz index, would not be sensible because 

millirnum wages vary over time wiili changes in productivity. Not correcting for this 
variation would bias the results in a serious way. The Kaitz index corrects for 
variations in productivity by deflating the mínimum wage by the average wage; here 

the deBator is to be viewed only as a measure of average productivity. 

The issue of how minimum wages are set ín Europe drew various comments. 

Frederick van der Ploeg suggested that Greece and Spain, where wages are much 

below the European average, be induded to give more balance to the enquiry. He 

also pointed out that there are two mínimum wages toconsider, since the legal 

mínimum wage is quite different from the agrccd mínimum wage that obtains under 

collective bargaining. In the Netherlands, the gap between the two was as high as 
10%. Axel Weberadded that, similarly, in Germany there was a rustinction between 

contract wages and mínimum wages. Further, given that the proportion of workers 
with mínimum wage protection depends on the degree of unionization ín a country, 

it would be use fui to indude unionization as a variable in the regressions. Gene 

Grossman argued that, to the extent that minimum wages in the UK were set 

sectorally by Wages Councils, there must be sorne política! economy explanaríon for 

the differences ín minimum wages across industries. This could make the evolution 
of mínimum wages endogenous lo índustry evolucion. Tryphon Kollintzas added 
that in Greece the effect of mínimum wages on employment levels was hard to 

decipher, primarily because there were other rigidities in the labour market, most 

notably the high firing cost. Christian Dustmann took issuewith the c1aim that the 

recent abolition of minimum wages in 1993-4 had not affected wages in the UK. 

He argued that the period understudy was much too short to suppOrt such a strong 

daim, and that examiníng the new entrants' wages might reveal a more pronounced 

effect. Rafael Repullo felt that labour economics tended to have' excessively 

simplistic models of wage setting, despite its frequent claim that the labour market 
needs special models. 

Georges de Menil was not convínced that there is an inconsistency between the 
relative stability of the Kaitz index and the growing level of unemployment. In a 

stochastic world it is the relative rigidity of the Kaítz index that proves costly. In 

order to appreciate the true cost of minimum wages, it would be more instructive 

to examine particular episodes where the minimum wage was changed. Naturally, 

given the downward stickiness of wages, there might be more information in 

episodes where mínimum wages were íncreased rather than decreased. He 

wondered if it was somehow possible to retaín the legislated mínimum wages at 

their current levels and yet alIow workers to work for a lower wage if they were so 

willing. Frederick van der Ploeg thought this was unlikely to succeed. Given that 
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legislated minimum wages are closely tied to the level of unemployrnent benefit ... ~ 
workers have littIe incentive to work for a lower wage. For him the principal poli~ .~ 
issue was: how do we reduce che gap between the legislated minimum wage and :.i 

the agreed minimum wage? He felt that wage demands could be moderated by , 
offering tax concessions around the minimum wage, and tax credits to finns for 

training. Alessandra Caseila thought that the excessive concern with the pUre . 

employment consequences of mínimum wages ignored the potential impact of 

mínimum wages on other variables, such as poverty, health and even long-tenn 
growth. 

TECHNICAL APPENDIX 

Our theoretical framework is based on a simplified version of the mode! in Dickens 

et al. (l994a).lz Assume firm i has a log marginal revenue produ~t of labour curve 

given by: 

mrpli:; a¡ - r¡n¡ (Al) 

where n is log employment and a is a shock to the MRPL which reflects demand or 

productivity shocks. We assumethat these shock are normally distributed across 

firms with mean ¡.¡, and variance a 2
• Ifthe labour market were perfectly competitive, 

the elasticity of labour demand would be (11 r¡). Labour supply to the firm is given 

by: 

W¡ = 8w + En, + b (A2) 

where w, is the log wage in firm i and w is the average log wage. If the labour 

market is perfectly competitive then E = O, but if e> O then the market is, to sorne 

extent, monopsonistic. The dependence of labour supply on the average wage gives 

us a simple way of modelling the spillover effect of the minimum wage on wages in 

other firms: it implies that the elasticity of the labour supply curve facing the firm is 
more e1astic than the labour supply curve in the economy as a whole. If 8:; 1 then 

aggregate labour supply is completely inelastic; bis a labour supply shock which, for 

simplicity, we assume is constant across firms. 

First, consider the equilibrium when there are no mínimum wages. Each firm 

chooses the leve! of employment where the log MRPL equals the log marginal cost 

oflabour, which from eguatíon (A2) is given by: 

mel, -= L'1(l + E) + W, (A3) 

"\IIe as,urnc !har all finns face !he 'ame Iabour supply curve and lhat economy-wide aver,¡ges are aver,¡ges across 
firms of!he lags of!he relevanr variables (!his keep' !he ma!hematics simple). One must be a tittle careful in using t!ús 
version oC !he madd to anaJyse !he competitive case, ,inee our a.sswnptions imply !har !he re would be no wage 
dispersíon in this ::ase. Se< Dickcns ltaL (1994a). 
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Equating (A 1) and (A3) gives employrnent in firm i (for a given average wage) as: 

[a¡-ln(l + e)] - (8w+ b) 
n¡;:: = n(w, a¡, b) (A4) 

r¡+e 

and from (A2) the wage is: 

e [a,-ln(l + e)] + r¡(8w+ b) 
w,':: = v(w, a¡, b) (A5) 

r¡+E 

Equations(A4) and (A5) are easy to understand. Revcnuc shocks, a, have a positive 
effect on employrnent, while supply shocks, b, havc a negative effect.ln contrast, 

both aand b are positively re1ated to wages, although, as we would expect, a has an 

effect only to the extent that the labour market is not perfectly competitive (where 

E>O). 
One can solve the model by then taking expectations of (A5) and using the 

assumption that E(w¡) = w. We can derive: 

e[~ -ln(1 + e)] + r¡b 

e + r¡(l - 8) 

and the average log employrnent across firms is: 

nm = (l - 8)[,u -!n(l + e)] - b 
e + '7(1 - 8) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

Now consider what happens if a minimum wage of w· is introduced. This will 
have different effects on different firms according to their different productivity 

shocks. Sorne firms will pay aboye the minimum, so that equations (A4) and (AS) 

will continue to be relevant. Note that if e "4= O, the change in w caused by the 

minimum wage wil1 mean that the set of firms initially paying aboye IV· will not be 

the same as the ones now paying aboye w·, and that although these firms pay 

aboye the mínimum, they are still affected by ít. A firmo will be in this regime if 
the desired wage as given by equation (A5) is aboye w·, ¡.e. if a, ~ a· where a· 

satisfies: 

* w = 
r¡[8w + b] + e[a* -ln(1 + e)] 

r¡+e 

For firms with a¡ ~ a·, we will havc, using eguation (AS): 

e * * e * * w.(a,) = -- (a, -- a ) + v(w, a , b) = -- (a, - a ) + w 
'r¡+e . r¡+e 

(A8) 

(A9) 

AlI firms with a¡ ~ a· will pay the mínimum wage w *. Thc fraction of firms paying 

the minimum wage (i.e. the spike) will be given by <l>(z *) where /' = (a'" - ~)/ a. 
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and supply. Labour supply will be given by n(w, a *, b), since the firm at the 

bOundary between these two regions will be on its labour supply turve. Employrnent 

will be supply detennined ifthe marginal revenue product of labour supply exceeds 

the minimum wage, Le. ir: 

r¡ ,¡¡ * a¡-- (w -ew-b)~w 
e 

which can be rearranged to yield: . 

a, ~ a'* -ln(1 + e) = á 

(AI3) 

(AI4) 

Hence, fi.rms for whom a'* :...ln(1 + e) E; a¡ E; a'* pay the minimum wage and have 

employment egua! to supply n(w, a '*, b). -Firms for whom a* -ln(l + e) ~ a¡ will have 

employrnent demand determined, in whích case, using equation (Al), employrnent 

can be written as: 

*. 1 * n(a¡) = n{w, a , b) + - (a. - a ) (A 15) 
r¡ 

Combíníng eguations (AI5) and (AI2), we have that average employrnent is given 

by: 

* 1 '" * *1 *) 11 = E(n¡) = n(w, a ,b) + -- (l - w(~ )). E(a¡ - a a¡ ~ a 
r¡ + e . 

1 
+ - !l>(Z)E(a .• - á 1 a, E; a) 

r¡ 

= n(w, a*, b) + _0_ C' -~*(l - <1>(z*)) + </>(z"')) - :!.. (¿cl>(¿) + </>(z)) (AI6) 
r¡+e r¡ 

Now, using eguation (A4), we have that: 

* * * a -~ oz 
n(w, a ,b) = n(w,~, b) + --.- = n(w,~, b) + --

r¡+e r¡+e 

(
m b) e(w- w

m
) oz* 

=nw ,~, - +-- (AI7) 
r¡+e r¡+e 

And, usmg eguations (A6) and (A8), we can derive: 

m caz* - (r¡ + e)(w* - w) 
(w - w ) = ----:..:..--:...:..----=-

e+ r¡(1- e) 
(AI8) 

Combíníngequations (A16), (AI7) and (AI8)we have that: 

m 0(1 - 8) ( *..... * * a A..... A) A ) n - 11 = . z '*'(Z ) + </>(Z )) - - (Z'*'(Z+ </>(Z) 
e+r¡(1-8) r¡ 

(AI9) 
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a¡ before the introduction of a minimum wage. Now consider the imposition of a 

minimúm wage. Employment in the finns aboye a"'" will be unaffected, those 

immedíately beloW a"'" will have constant employment and those with sufficíently 

low a, will have employrnent faUing. The differential irnpact approach examirles the 

slope of the relationship betweenthe gap between the two ¡ines (the employrnent 

change) and the gap between the inítial wage and the mínimum wage. This is not 
the same as the total employrnent change, which is the integral between the two 

employrnent Unes. Figure Al needs modificationif e is not zero, since then JvN itself 

moves downwith the minimum wage, but the basic ideas remain the same. 

However, ít is unclear how serious this problem is because no evídence of such a 

non-monotonic relatíonship has ever been presented. 

A4. The Meyer-Wise approach 

The model presented aboye can be used to illustrate the problems associated with 
the Meyer-Wise approach .• A..s shown in Dickens el al. (1994b), this approach 

estimates the wage distributíon truncated by the minimum. The proportion of 

workers who are predicted to have wages below the rninimum is then compared 

with the actualproportion paid the minimum. In the model presented here, 

equation (A9) can be used tú shüw that for those paid aboye the mínimum wage the 
distribution of wages is a truncation of the nonnal distribution given by: 

w-N w + ---( 
* é'(.u-a*) é'

2
(

2
) 

I é' + r¡ '(E + r¡)2 . 
(A20) 

where the truncaÚan ís at w *. Assuming that the researcher estimates the COITect 

distribution, the proportion of firms which should be paying wages at or below the 

minimum isgiven by $(( a"'" - p)/ a). This is the actual proportion paying below the 
mmunum, so the methodülogy of Meyer- Wise wouldinduce the researcher to 

condude that there are no employrnent etrects - a condusion that is generally 

wrong. 
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